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The Money Book for Freelancers, Parttimers, and the Self-employed
This Annual Tax Mess Organizer is for massage
therapists, estheticians and spa owners who are selfemployed or small business owners, and have not
kept itemized income and expense records as the
year went along. For some it's their first business tax
season; others have run their business this way for
years. Now that April 15th is getting close, they're
stressed out, and forced to stop working to deal with
a disorganized pile of receipts and paperwork sitting
between them and that approaching tax deadline.
This organizer explains how to get on top of that
paperwork quickly, so you can satisfy the IRS and get
back to work. You'll learn a simple method for
organizing small business receipts, and exactly what
the IRS expects of a self-employed person. Depending
on how big of a mess you start with, you should be
ready for the tax professional in 1-4 hours.Step by
step, the organizer walks you through the sorting of
your own receipts, explaining what the IRS expects,
helping you to get everything organized and ready for
your tax preparer. No computer necessary.For those
who have always done their own personal tax return,
there is even a chapter on how to fill out the small
business Schedule C tax form. It walks you through
this form, line by line, showing you where to post all
of the information you've gathered. Self employment
taxes, 1040 entries, and other deductions for the self
employed are also explained.
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And What Do You Do?
Find all of the following, explained in plain-English
with no legal jargon: The difference between
deductions and credits Itemized deductions vs. the
standard deduction Several money-saving deductions
and credits and how to make sure you qualify for
them How to calculate your refund How to know
which tax forms to fill out State income taxes
Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) Capital Gains and
Losses

J.K. Lasser's Guide to Self-Employment
Shares strategies for accumulating real-world wealth
while staying independently employed, distilling
lessons from a variety of sources effectively used by
the authors during the recent financial crisis.

The Other Side of the Ledger
Necessity entrepreneurs are individuals in developing
countries who start small enterprises out of necessity.
While they range from street sellers to educated
hopefuls with little access to formal employment, the
one thing that unites them is the need

Financial Peace Revisited
The quickest way to do the books for small business
owners and managers No one looks forward to doing
the finances: that’s why QuickBooks 2020 All-in-One
For Dummies is on hand to help get it over with as
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quickly and painlessly as possible. This
comprehensive one-stop reference combines 8 minibooks in one, all written in plain and simple language
that makes it easy for even the most accounts-averse
to get the most out of the latest version of the
QuickBooks software and save time. Written and
revised by financial expert Stephen Nelson, the latest
version of this invaluable guide takes readers step-bystep through every aspect of small business
accounting procedures, including understanding the
fundamentals of double-entry bookkeeping, setting up
and administering the QuickBooks system, and
carrying out complex tasks such as ratio analysis and
capital budgeting. Write a business plan and create a
forecast Learn how to use profit-volume-cost analysis
tools Prepare financial statements and reports Protect
your financial data Time is money—get this timesaving resource today and start reaping the rewards!

QuickBooks 2020 All-In-One For Dummies
The Good Nurse
This book offers a practical guide to SAP Material
Ledger functionality and provides a solid foundation
for understanding product costing as it relates to SAP
Material Ledger (ML) and actual costing. Solidify your
understanding of how SAP ML integrates with SAP FI,
MM, PP, and SD. Walk step by step through a practical
example of a complete manufacturing process and
troubleshoot actual costing closing at month end.
Explore SAP Material Ledger and actual costing
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configuration and dive into the prerequisites for
multilevel actual costing runs by exploring the
different types of cost variances. With this practical
guide you will also obtain a list of SAP Material Ledger
tables to support your product cost with material
ledger reporting. By using practical examples, tips,
and screenshots, the author brings readers up to
speed on the fundamentals. - SAP Material Ledger
functionality and key integration points - The most
important SAP Material Ledger reports, including
CKM3N - Tips for configuring, implementing, and
using SAP ML effectively - Detailed steps for executing
a multilevel actual costing run

Bats in the Band
After his December 2003 arrest, registered nurse
Charlie Cullen was quickly dubbed "The Angel of
Death" by the media. But Cullen was no mercy killer,
nor was he a simple monster. He was a favorite son,
husband, beloved father, best friend, and celebrated
caregiver. Implicated in the deaths of as many as 300
patients, he was also perhaps the most prolific serial
killer in American history. Cullen's murderous career
in the world's most trusted profession spanned
sixteen years and nine hospitals across New Jersey
and Pennsylvania. When, in March of 2006, Charles
Cullen was marched from his final sentencing in an
Allentown, Pennsylvania, courthouse into a waiting
police van, it seemed certain that the chilling secrets
of his life, career, and capture would disappear with
him. Now, in a riveting piece of investigative
journalism nearly ten years in the making, journalist
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Charles Graeber presents the whole story for the first
time. Based on hundreds of pages of previously
unseen police records, interviews, wire-tap recordings
and videotapes, as well as exclusive jailhouse
conversations with Cullen himself and the confidential
informant who helped bring him down, THE GOOD
NURSE weaves an urgent, terrifying tale of murder,
friendship, and betrayal. Graeber's portrait of Cullen
depicts a surprisingly intelligent and complicated
young man whose promising career was overwhelmed
by his compulsion to kill, and whose shy demeanor
masked a twisted interior life hidden even to his
family and friends. Were it not for the hardboiled,
unrelenting work of two former Newark homicide
detectives racing to put together the pieces of
Cullen's professional past, and a fellow nurse willing
to put everything at risk, including her job and the
safety of her children, there's no telling how many
more lives could have been lost. In the tradition of In
Cold Blood, THE GOOD NURSE does more than
chronicle Cullen's deadly career and the breathless
efforts to stop him; it paints an incredibly vivid
portrait of madness and offers a penetrating look
inside America's medical system. Harrowing and
irresistibly paced, this book will make you look at
medicine, hospitals, and the people who work in
them, in an entirely different way.

Simple Tax
Maximize your bottom line with the nation's most
trusted small business tax guide J.K. Lasser's Small
Business Taxes 2020 is the small business owner's
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ultimate guide to a money-saving, stress-free tax
season. Providing straightforward advice from the
nation's most trusted tax expert on small business
taxes, this book gives you the answers you need
quickly, with clear, concise guidance. Updated to
cover changes from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and
other legislation, this edition also includes an esupplement covering additional developments from
Congress and the IRS to keep you fully up-to-date. A
complete listing of all available business deductions
and credits helps you identify those you qualify for,
and includes critical information on dollar limits,
recordkeeping requirements, and how to actually take
the write-off—all the way down to the IRS form to use.
Organizational and planning strategies help you get
through the process quickly and with fewer
headaches, and this year's changes to the tax laws
are explained in terms of how they affect your filing.
Keeping up with the intricacies of tax law and filing is
a full-time job—but it's not your full-time job. You
have a business to run. This book gives you the
guidance you need in the time that you have so you
can get taxes out of the way and get back to work.
Learn which expenses qualify for deductions—and
which ones don't Adopt a more organized
recordkeeping system to streamline the filing process
Explore small-business-specific strategies for starting
or closing a business, running a sideline business, and
operating in multiple businesses Decode the various
forms and worksheets correctly with step-by-step
guidance Audit-proof your return Review obligations
for the “other taxes,” including payroll and excise
taxes Every year, millions of small business owners
overpay their taxes because they lack the time and
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expertise to make tax-sensitive business decisions
throughout the year only to learn that it’s too late to
act when it comes to tax time. Now you can put your
money back where it belongs—in your business. J.K.
Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2020 helps you take
wise actions during the year and tells you how to file
completely and accurately while maximizing your
bottom line.

Accounting Ledger
Taxes Made Simple
Set includes revised editions of some issues.

The Beauty Industry Survival Guide
A practical financial guide covers such topics as
eliminating debt, investing simply, making sound
financial decisions, and revolutionizing relationsips
with the flow of money.

Running a One-person Business
Forensic Accounting for Divorce
Engagements
Personally keep track of your monthly expenses for
your Business or Home. Details inside are: Date,
Description, Debit and Credit and Balance. This
Accounts Ledger helps you work more efficiently for
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your business or home a great simple tool for
accurate book-keeping, smarter and better at tracking
your expenses and credits A perfect sized 8.5" x 11"
160 paged ledger just right for the small or medium
sized business with no VAT rate to worry about.
DETAILS: Size: 8.5" x 11" Pages: 160 Rows: 25
Coloumns: 5 Use the 'Look Inside' feature to view
what you will be receiving upon purchase.

Independent Contractor, Sole Proprietor,
and LLC Taxes
The look on our faces is easy to read: a little night
music is just what we need! A late-spring night sky
fills with bats flocking to a theater, already echoing
and booming with delightful sounds of music. Bat
music—plunky banjoes, bat-a-tat drums, improvised
instruments, country ballads, and the sweet cries of a
bat with the blues. Join this one-of-a-kind music
festival as the bats celebrate the rhythm of the night,
and the positive power of music. Brian Lies’s newest
celebration of bats and their dazzling, dizzying world
will lift everyone’s spirits with joyous noise and cheer!

Secrets of Self-employment
The Complete Tax Guide for E-commerce
Retailers Including Amazon and EBay
Sellers
Quality Paper (10# Offset) Perfect Binding
Uncomplicated Layout DIN A5 ( 5.8" x 8.3" ) 110
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SELF-EMPLOYMENT – Is it for You?
This new edition of the bestseller which showed how
to set up and operate a one-person business contains
updated information on the technology involved.
Major parts of key chapters have been rewritten to
include new material and follow-up interviews with
successful one-person business owners are featured.
Photos.

A Lakota War Book from the Little Big
Horn
Find all of the following, explained in plain-English
with no legal jargon: Business Taxation 101: A brief
primer on tax topics in general, especially as they
apply to businesses. Home Office Deduction: How to
ensure you qualify for it and how to calculate it.
Estimated Tax payments: When and how to pay them,
as well as an easy way to calculate each payment.
Self-Employment Tax: What it is, why it exists, and
how to calculate it. Business Retirement Plans: What
the different types are, and which one is best for you.
Numerous Business Deductions: Several deductions
explained in detail, including how to make sure you
can qualify to take them and how to maximize them.
Audit Protection: Learn what records you need to
keep (and how long to keep them) in order to protect
yourself in case of an audit.

Monthly Bill Planner and Organizer
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Chartered accountant John Whiteley provides advice
on self-employment, from taking the plunge, getting
finance, and dealing with problems through to book
keeping, administration, insurance and retirement.
This reference has been revised and updated with the
latest information.

Bookkeeping For Dummies
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an
up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics.
Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look
to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer
malpractice cases, disciplinary actions,
disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much
more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of
Professional Conduct are followed by numbered
Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and
provide suggestions for its practical application. The
Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety
of given situations, review those instances where
discretionary action is possible, and define the nature
of the relationship between you and your clients,
colleagues and the courts.

Practical Guide to SAP Material Ledger
A practical guide to an increasingly popular way of
achieving flexibility and freedom in your career.

Necessity Entrepreneurs
Self - employment - is it for you? This Guide is based
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upon a very successful training course that has been
managed and designed by the author So many
appreciative comments have been received from
potential entrepreneurs and owner- managers of
small and medium sized companies that the decision
has been taken to bring the Guide to a wider market
The Guide is designed to provide a realistic awareness
of the opportunities and risks associated with starting
a new buainess and enhancing the profitability of
existing companies "Highly informative, now feeling
much more confident" "I found the course extremely
beneficial even though I have been running my
company for several years. I have learnt so many
good ideas and everything has been made much
simpler" "Excellent material that will prove to be a
very useful resource when trading" "Very good
preparation for the world of self-employment highlighting areas that require further work" "Just brilliant"

Accounts Ledger: Simple Accounts
Ledger for Home Or Business
My name is Tina Alberino, and I wrote this book to
save you. This is not another lame book full of generic
beauty business advice. This book serves as the
literary equivalent of a kick in the ass and a punch to
the throat. You hold in your hands compendium of
harsh lessons and a raw depiction of the true nature
of this industry. The vast majority of these lessons
aren't taught in schools and don't appear in
textbooks; they're learned through experience--often
in a way that is less-than-gentle. This book will help
you navigate this tumultuous industry. The waters run
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deep, the currents are swift, and the tides shift
quickly. The journey can certainly be treacherous.
Don't learn these lessons the hard way.Learn how to
avoid scoundrel salon owners and crackpot contracts,
build a loyal following of glamorous gals and gallant
gents, and land your first big break before graduation
day!

Accounts Book Self Employed
Explains how to overcome the uncertainties and
doubts in running a business, and includes a resource
guide on where to find money, loans, and additional
advice

Best V. A. T. Business Accounts Book
Accounting for churches is not the same as
accounting for businesses. A church bookkeeper must
be aware of the special tax codes that govern the
church's unique tax standing. But it is often hard for
overworked or volunteer administrators to know every
aspect of tax code that affects their church's ability to
accept donations, oversee a benevolence fund, and
offer a compensation package for their minister.Lisa
London, The Accountant Beside You who brought you
QuickBooks for Churches & QuickBooks for Nonprofits,
explains the specialized needs of church accounting
in an easy-to-understand manner for church
administrators and volunteers. A CPA with decades of
experience working with businesses as well as
churches and other nonprofits, Lisa explains complex
concepts in a reader-friendly, engaging manner. She
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is joined by Vickey Boatright, an accountant who runs
THE online site for all things church accounting,
www.freechurchaccounting.com. Together, Lisa and
Vickey guide you through every essential aspect of
church accounting. Church Accounting: The How-To
Guide for Small & Growing Churches is a must-have
reference for all the nuts and bolts of church
accounting no matter what your accounting system.
Lisa and Vickey help you set up accounting
spreadsheets and explain the different types of
accounting packages. If you are already using
QuickBooks, it is also a perfect compliment to
QuickBooks for Churches and Other Religious
Organizations. Additionally, The Accountant Beside
You will show you how to:calculate and file employee
payroll without paying for an outside servicedesign
and implement a compensation package for your
minister, including a housing allowanceset up and
administer a benevolence fundacknowledge donations
per IRS guidelines, including vehicle donationsprepare
for an annual auditbudget and forecast to provide for
future church growthreimburse employees' expenses
per IRS guidelinesset up proper internal controls to
guard against fraud or errorimplement the basics to
start a new churchdesign church by lawsset up filing
systems and the organize the officeThe Accountant
Beside You series of accounting books for churches
and nonprofits have been sold in all 50 states and
every inhabitable continent.

J.K. Lasser's From Ebay to Mary Kay
The fast and easy way to master the art of
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bookkeeping If you're a business owner or an
employee who manages finances, the latest edition of
Bookkeeping For Dummies is for you. This handy
guide gives you clear and concise information on how
to keep track of accounts, prepare balance sheets,
organize ledgers or journals, create financial
statements, and so much more. Packed with the most
up-to-date bookkeeping practices, tax information,
and small-business laws, Bookkeeping For Dummies is
an accessible, invaluable resource you'll turn to again
and again. Accurate and complete bookkeeping is
crucial to any -business owner—but jumping in
headfirst without knowing your accounts from your
balance sheets can confuse even the most astute
businessperson. That's where Bookkeeping For
Dummies helps! Written in the familiar and friendly
tone that has defined the For Dummies brand for
more than twenty years, this clear and
comprehensive guide covers everything you'll
encounter as you set out to tackle your company's
books, ensuring you're on the right track and saving
you tons of headaches along the way. So what are
you waiting for? It's time to hit the books! Offers easyto-follow instructions to keep track of your business'
financial well-being Covers managing assets and
liabilities Includes updated QuickBooks screenshots
and Excel spreadsheets Provides guidance on
producing balance sheets and creating financial
statements Whether you're just starting out with
bookkeeping—or a bookkeeper who needs to brush up
on your skills—Bookkeeping For Dummies sets you up
for success.
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Simple Ledger
Tax facts and strategies every self-employed person
needs to know If you're thinking about starting a
business, or have already begun one, you are not
alone. There are more than 23 million workers who
are already self-employed and file Schedule C to
report their income and expenses. As a self-employed
person you have to handle many, if not all, of the
aspects of running your business. J.K. Lasser's Guide
to Self-Employment is intended to help you with some
business aspects with which you may not be
familiar—but which have a great impact on your
bottom line. It skillfully focuses on taxes as well as
many legal and financial matters that may pertain to
your business. Informative and accessible, J.K.
Lasser's Guide to Self-Employment is designed for
you, the self-employed person working alone as a
service provider, to help pin down all of the tax
breaks to which you may be entitled. Divided into
three comprehensive parts, this reliable resource will
help you: Learn the basics of tax reporting: from what
it means to be self-employed and an overview of what
you have to report—as well as where and when—to
becoming familiar with Schedule C Discover the
various types of deductions and credits you can claim
to reduce revenue that's taxed Become familiar with
an array of planning strategies that you can use to
make better business decisions throughout the year
as well as other strategies you can employ as your
business grows And much more Don't be intimidated
by taxes and other responsibilities of being selfemployed. Instead, embrace the opportunities that a
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better understanding of tax, legal, and financial
responsibilities can produce. Let J.K. Lasser's Guide to
Self-Employment show you how. Don't forget to view
the free online supplement to this book at
JKLasser.com for late tax changes made by Congress
and other up-to-the-minute developments.

Forest Landowners' Guide to the Federal
Income Tax
How can I avoid self-employment taxes? This simple
question was the inspiration for creating an article
describing the benefits of an S Corporation. That
original article, which was about four pages long,
quickly became a series of KnowledgeBase articles on
the Watson CPA Group website. The articles touched
on basic topics such as how to elect S Corp status,
payroll, reasonable salary determination, retirement
planning, health care, fringe benefits and liability
protection. Those broad topics demanded much more
information, both horizontally by spanning into more
related issues, and vertically by digging deeper into
the granular yet riveting levels of the tax code. The
articles were grouped and relabeled as the Taxpayer’s
Comprehensive Guide to LLCs and S Corps which
grew to 39 pages in its first edition. Time marched on,
and more information was added to the first edition
such as expanded retirement planning concerns,
health care options after the Affordable Care Act and
business valuations including exit strategies. Boom,
we now had our second edition at over 100 pages. At
that point it was suggested by some clients and
colleagues to convert the PDF into an eBook as well
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as paperback. So here we are.. Each week we receive
several phone calls and emails from small business
owners across the country who have read our
Taxpayer’s Comprehensive Guide to LLCs and S Corps
and praised the wealth of information. Regardless of
your current situation, whether you are considering
starting your own business or entertaining a
contracting gig, or you are an experienced business
owner, the contents of this book are for you. This
book will show you how to reduce your selfemployment taxes through an S Corporation election
and how to use your corporation to your retirement
and fringe benefit advantage. You will also learn the
operational considerations of an S Corp plus the 185
reasons you should NOT elect S Corp status. Want to
buy or sell a business? That’s in here too. This book is
written with the general taxpayer in mind. Too many
resources simply regurgitate complex tax code
without explanation. While in some cases tax code
and court opinions are duplicated verbatim because
of the precise words, this book strives to explain
many technical concepts in layperson terms with
some added humor and opinions. We believe you will
find this book educational as well as amusing.

The New Woman
Stay in control of finances with this simple cash
accounting ledger. Perfect for small businesses to
keep track of income & expenses throughout the tax
year. Spacious A4 pages allow plenty of room to
record entries under the headings of Date,
Description, Income, Expenses, and Total. Easily
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record incomings & outgoings as they happen so you
always know where you stand financially at any point
in the year. This versatile accounting book will suit
most types of small business. Can be used alone or in
conjunction with digital accounting systems for
recording income & expenses to add to your digital
system later. Quick & easy to add entries. Versatile adaptable to many types of small business. Large A4
size for plenty of writing space. Perfect bound.
Durable soft cover. Thick 90 gsm white paperstock.
Kraft style cover with white pattern.

Church Accounting
By comparing fictional representations with "real"
New Women in late-Victorian Britain, Sally Ledger
makes a major contribution to an understanding of
the "Woman Question" at the end of the century.
Chapters on imperialism, socialism, sexual
decadence, and metropolitan life situate the
"revolting daughters" of the Victorian age in a broader
cultural context than previous studies.

J.K. Lasser's Small Business Taxes 2020
Manage your finances with this simple cash book.
Perfect for small businesses, it tracks debits and
credits throughout the year. The pages leave plenty
of room to record entries under Date, Description,
Ref, Debit, Credit, Balance. Easily record transactions
as they occur before entering them into your
accounting software. 120 pagesfields: Date,
Description, Ref, Debit, Credit, Balance
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Self-employment for the Poor
This beginners guide to Tax and Accounts (United
Kingdom) for the self employed is not written for the
Limited company or the PLC. It's written for people
like you and I, who work for ourselves, in a simple
business where we charge for what we do, pay for
what we need and want to understand in a
straightforward way how to work out our tax on the
rest. It's written for people who know how to add,
subtract and work out the odd percentage and who
don't necessarily want to pay someone 200+ every
year out of their hard earned cash to do it for them.
As you read through each chapter of this book my aim
is always to explain each section in plain English so
that, by the end of it, you have enough information to
enable you to spend less time worrying about tax and
accounts and more time building and delivering your
amazing business.

Annual Tax Mess Organizer for Massage
Therapists, Estheticians and Spa Owners
Accounting Log Book Log Book For Registering
Customer Orders And Financial Expenses For Small
Home Businesses. Control Expenses And Revenues,
Invest And Earn Money. In This Log You Will Find
Ready Tables To Supplement With Information: Order
No Customer Order Date Quantity Date Description
Income Expenses Total Notes The Book Contains 127
Pages. Will Allow You To Ensure That Your Company's
Revenue Is As High As Possible. Make Your Business
Your Super Power!
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Taxpayer's Comprehensive Guide to LLCs
and S Corps
Weekly & Monthly Budget Planner The Monthly Bill
Planner and Organizer provide a fantastic way to
organize your bills and plan for your expenses. The
journal comprises of neatly organized spaces for the
week and month that you wish to plan your expenses
and account for your bills. BOOK DETAILS: Account
tracker Monthly savings tracker Debt payment log
Check ledger Monthly Budget Worksheet Weekly and
Daily Expense Tracker Cover Design: Matte Craft
Cover Printed on quality paper Dimensions: 8.5 x 11
inches | 153 Pages Light weight. Easy to carry around
Made in the USA Management your money, it perfect
for business ,personal finance, bookkeeping and
budgeting. Give it for yourself friends family and coworker and Have a great year together.

Starting a Business and Keeping Records
EBay's own statistics suggest there are 1.3 million
people around the world who make their primary or
secondary source of income through eBay, with just
over 700,000 of those people in the United States.
Today, about 29 million people in more than 160
countries use Amazon.com. Last year, an IRS advisory
committee recommended that online auction sites be
required to file reports of sales transactions with the
IRS. The committee also suggested requiring sellers
to obtain taxpayer identification numbers, which
would let the government track the transactions. If
you are an eBay or Amazon seller, you might be
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paying more than you have to in taxes because you
have not focused on all that you can deduct. You will
learn how to take advantage of the legal tax
loopholes available and how to choose the proper,
legal business structure. If you run your Internet sales
business in a businesslike manner with intent to
profit, you can take deductions for business use of
your it, home and also many other deductions. This
brand new, up-to-date book covers everything you
need to know to balance the books, including assets
and liabilities, keeping track of transactions, payroll,
sales tax, balance sheets, keeping a ledger and
journal, financial statements, operating accounts, and
complete, current tax information. You will learn how
to set up a simple, quick, and audit-proof
recordkeeping system that works.

Going for Self-employment
A ledger book of drawings by Lakota Sioux warriors
found in 1876 on the Little Bighorn battlefield offers a
rare first-person Native American record of events
that likely occurred in 1866âe"1868 during Red
Cloudâe(tm)s War. This color facsimile edition
uncovers the origins, ownership, and cultural and
historical significance of this unique artifact.

Model Rules of Professional Conduct
The purpose of the 'Microfinance Handbook' is to
bring together in a single source guiding principles
and tools that will promote sustainable microfinance
and create viable institutions.
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Microfinance Handbook
The ultimate guide to running a tax-efficient homebasedbusiness Today, millions of people are making
either a full- or part-timeliving selling things on
Internet auction sites like eBay. Stillmore are making
a living selling products from their homes--thinkMary
Kay and Avon. If you're just entering the home-based
or onlinebusiness arena, you might not be aware of
your potential taxliability. With J.K. Lasser's From
eBay to Mary Kay, leading tax consultantGary Carter
walks you through the challenges of accounting for
ahome-based business. Topics covered throughout
this comprehensiveguide include: * Can you deduct
the use of your home? * Are there ways to avoid taxes
entirely? * What types of taxes might you owe? * How
do you account for your inventory? * What are the
rules on collecting sales and use taxes? The
advantages of operating a home-based business are
countless,but many owners don't realize--and are
often unprepared tohandle--the host of complex tax
issues surrounding them. J.K.Lasser's From eBay to
Mary Kay will show you how to account foryour homebased business and avoid unnecessary tax trouble.
J.K. Lasser--Practical Guides for All Your Financial
Needs Please visit our Web site at www.jklasser.com
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